Internship – Software Developer: Gain Experience – Have Fun – Make Money

We are PFL.com, a rapidly growing Marketing Technology company. We offer our customers end-to-end print and tactile marketing fulfillment with seamless integrations into Salesforce, Marketo, Eloqua, and Salesforce Marketing Cloud. Scalable, stable, secure and transparent. Providing superior customer service and value is who we are. We develop, operate and use our own cloud-based software using state of the art technologies, tools, methodologies and processes. Our software engineers are top notch, continuously driving innovation, improvements and keeping up to date on latest technologies. We foster a cooperative learning environment.

About You:
You are a pursuing a career in Computer Science or a closely related field. You thrive on challenge. You are a self-starter. You want to learn. You have gathered first experience in programming, either through class projects, hobby or a first job. You like developing software and would like to work a part time job combining the opportunity to deepen your technical skills, gain hands-on experience in working in a development team. You want a job providing the flexibility needed to balance studying and work.

What you will do for us:

- Work on self-contained software projects around DevOps tools or CI/CD.
- Work alongside experienced software developers maintaining or creating new customer facing software solutions.
- Develop in JavaScript, HTML/CSS, C# using .Net/Angular, MS-SQL, Mongo DB on Microsoft Azure
- Work from some hours per week during the semester to full-time during the breaks.

Your Skills:

- A working base in one object-oriented programming language like C#, Java, Go, Python
- A working base of HTML, CSS, JavaScript
- The ability and desire to learn new technologies at a rapid pace
- Perfect team player, committed to succeeding with the team

Location: Bozeman with some training at Head Quarter in Livingston

Email a resume to hr@pfl.com!